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About us
Cahoots provides exciting and rewarding programs and camps for kids and young people living
with a disability in Western Australia.
A registered NDIS provider, we run a variety of programs and camps throughout the year,
catering to children and young people of all abilities between the ages of 5 and 35.
Each of our programs is run by qualified and experienced Cahoots staff, along with a team of
volunteer leaders of all ages and backgrounds. Our staff and volunteers are caring, enthusiastic,
and dedicated to making our programs and camps the most engaging and rewarding experiences
for the young people in their care.
Our Mission:
To create opportunities for children and young people with disability to develop
friendships, skills and self-confidence.

Our Vision:
A community where children and young people with disability are able to reach their
full potential and where families and carers have support.

Our Values:

Respect
 We treat people as we
ourselves expect to be
treated, offering
acceptance, care and
support to everyone.

Trust
 We are a reliable team,
committed to providing
safe, quality services.

Celebrate
 We acknowledge and rejoice the efforts
and achievement of the children and
young people we work with, volunteers,
supporters and staff.
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Inspire
 We believe every person
has the ability to reach
their full potential, we
will provide them
encouragement and
support.

Collaborate
 We believe that community engagement
is vital to create meaningful and
accessible opportunities for all people.
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CEO Leadership report
Jess Karlsson, Chief Executive Officer

At Cahoots we offer more than great services, we share
great experiences that are changing the lives of children
and young people with disability, whilst providing much
needed support to their families.

It is with great enthusiasm and fulfilment that I present this annual leadership report to our volunteers, staff, friends,
families and supporters. This is the beginning of my third year with Cahoots (previously Kids’ Camps), and it brings me
much joy and pride to be part of the team as the evolution of the organisation continues. I am pleased to share this
report, that is filled with stories of Cahoots successes and outcomes achieved over the past year, along with the
continuing vision that we are working towards.
The past year has been one of development and preparation in Cahoots. Our main priorities to complete in 2016-17
were to; successfully launch and embed our new branding, reviewing and renewing our systems to align with the
National Disability Insurance Scheme (NDIS) and diversify programs to increase community engagement. All whilst
continuing to provide more exciting and inclusive Camps for children and young people all across WA. Amazingly, the
dedicated and talented Cahoots’ team has achieved all of this, and more; some of which you’ll hear about throughout
this report.
With so much change and progress taking place, the positivity and dedication of our entire Cahoots team is essential to
our continued success and I am endlessly thankful to our staff and volunteers for bringing these values into Cahoots
every day. In 2016-17, Cameron, Jane and Keaton moved on from Cahoots and I’d like to thank each of them for their
great efforts towards improving the lives of many members and families. New team members; Lauren, Ben, Bev and
Mikey have joined the growing Cahoots tribe this past year, and have brought fantastic energy and skills into the
organisation. The talent and passion that our Staff, Volunteers and Board bring to Cahoots is inspiring to me and I feel
very honoured to be part of this dynamic team. Thank you to all of in Cahoots – you are amazing!
Looking ahead, two of our big goals will be creating experiences for a broader range of people with disabilities, in even
more locations, including in regional areas, across WA. We are committed to our goal that all young people with
disability are provided with opportunities to develop friendships, skills and confidence, and, their families receive
support as Cahoots growth continues. This will be achieved through focusing on the key areas within our strategic plan.
Three of these areas are building on our current and establishing new partnerships, increasing innovative offerings and
growing our brand presence in the community.
As a leading not for profit and service provider, Cahoots thrives through working in collaboration with the community.
I invite anyone that shares our vision of a truly inclusive community, to connect with us at Cahoots, you’re all welcome.
At Cahoots we believe we are working in the construction industry, as we are building great children and young people.
Everything we’ve done and do in Cahoots is a collaborative team effort, everyone involved should be very proud of their
achievements. I would also like to acknowledge the ongoing support we receive from a number of funders and
community supporters, thank you for helping us change the lives of young people with disability in WA.

Jess Karlsson,
CEO Cahoots
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CEO LeadershipReport
Jess Karlsson, Chief Executive Officer

Rebranding Kids’ Camps to Cahoots:

Future priorities

As Kids’ Camps developed and diversified over the years, we
knew that we needed a name that reflected all we did. So, in
2016, after much discussion, we decided to rebrand. We
didn’t make this decision lightly and respected the vision of
Kids’ Camps founders. We believe in empowering all young
people through fun, inclusive, experiential learning and team
work. We needed a brand to share these values, whilst
remaining connected to our core mission of developing
friendships, skills and confidence for young people with
disability. In 2017, after planning the launch using a
consultative approach; ‘Cahoots’ was launched as our new
trading name. Importantly, our staff, volunteers and members
were a key part of the decision making. The rebranding has
been a phenomenal success and we continue to receive a
huge amount of positive feedback. The future is bright in
Cahoots!

In January 2017, Cahoots launched the 2017-2020
Strategic Plan. This plan has deliberately focused
on a shorter term of three years, due to the rapid
rate of change in the world we work in; whilst
keeping a long term view on future direction and
achievement of the Cahoots’ purpose. Cahoots
2017-2020 Strategic Plan is a roadmap for the
growth and evolution of our organisation. We
understand the changes the NDIS will demand of
us and other service providers and we are ready to
take on these challenges. We will focus on being a
sustainable and successful mission-driven
organisation in an NDIS environment. Cahoots will
continue to grow services and in the next 12
months we will explore the possibility of
establishing cultural camps in partnership with
Aboriginal organisations. Cahoots is also pursuing
opportunities to establish more local community
inclusion camps in new locations. There is a strong
need to look at the needs of young adults living
with disability who have historically missed out
on opportunities to develop friendships, skills and
confidence in a fun, social setting. We will
continue to focus our energy on increasing
opportunities for young adults, as well as kids with
disability.

Environment we work in…
It’s an exciting time as the National Disability Insurance
Scheme (NDIS) rolls out across Western Australia and
nationally. We continue to work collaboratively with the
Disability Services Commission (now part of the Department of
Communities), National Disability Services in WA and National
Disability Insurance Agency, providing learnings and feedback
from our families. Whilst the Cahoots team have been very
proactive in keeping abreast of the developing national NDIS
and WANDIS, it should be noted that at the time of writing this
report there is still a level of the uncertainty about the
WANDIS that presents challenges for us all. The teams ongoing
energy and commitment is displayed as they continue
supporting and advising individuals and families through their
preparing for the NDIS at full scheme.
Clearly the introduction of the WANDIS will stretch most
organisations and without a clear picture of what it will look
like, this presents a unique set of challenges. Having said that,
we, as an organisation, and individually as staff and Board, are
confident we have prepared well for the changes. We are
absolutely committed to the NDIS philosophy of increasing
choice and control for individuals living with disability. We are
excited to reach a point of clarity and roll-out of the scheme
and the possibilities it may create for families.

Jess Karlsson,
CEO Cahoots

At Cahoots we believe we are
working in the construction
industry, as we are building
great children & young people.
Jess Karlsson,
Chief Executive Officer
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Our volunteers and staff
are the key to our ongoing
success and we recognise
and celebrate their efforts
and achievements
continuously.
Jess Karlsson, Chief Executive Officer
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Look at what we have achieved!

Snapshot of 2016/17 in Cahoots
The entire Cahoots team are working together on the five key strategic
priorities; below is a summary of just a few of these many achievements for
each over the past year.
Our participants and their families

Our people

To increase opportunities for children and young people,
to develop friendships, skills and self-confidence.
•
Increased opportunities for families through
camping places growing from 359 to 420.
•
Introduced 3 new programs for children and young
people including the first weekend program based
South.
•
Our service user retention and loyalty is a
remarkable 100%, a reflection of the quality of
service and dedication of our staff and volunteers.

To ensure a positive culture that celebrates the
contributions of our staff and volunteers and ensures
they feel engaged and valued for their work.
• Increased volunteers from 145 to 347 to provide more
community engagement and experiences for people
working with special children and young people
• Completed four administrative based projects with
skilled volunteers, including reviewing risk
management, redeveloping our marketing strategy,
rewriting our Constitution to align with the new
Incorporations Associations Act 2015 and a detailed
competitor analysis to guide our future
implementation of Strategic plan.
• Achieved a volunteer return rate of 55%, well above
nationally recognised volunteer good practice.
• Increased the Cahoots team in the office by 25%
increasing our ability to provide the highest quality
programs to the community.
• Strengthen our team through offering over $30,000
worth of training and development to continue
growing their skills.
To ensure our staff are well prepared for ongoing
changes to Cahoots and the world we work in, we have
invested a considerable amount into supporting and
developing ‘our people’. This will continue into 2017-18,
and beyond, as Cahoots knows supporting our people is a
key priority.

Financially sustainable
To diversify funding sources to maximise Cahoots’
sustainability.
Cahoots has continued to grow revenue and strengthen
the balance sheet, whilst investing in developing the
organisation and maintaining a healthy net surplus. A
number of new income streams have been introduced,
and developed over the past year. Marie-Dominque,
Cahoots Treasurer provides more detail into the 2016-17
financial results in her report.

“I’ve learnt new things and
made heaps of friends in
Cahoots”
- Elliot
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Systems and processes

Innovation

To continue to provide consistently high quality services
valued by participants and their families.
The quality of service and support provided is always
reliant on the commitment, dedication and skills of staff
and our organisation is very fortunate to have a highly
professional and passionate group of individuals who are
totally committed to the well-being of service users and
achieving their goals.
We are pleased to share that Cahoots has maintained
certification as a service provider with the Department of
Communities, and expanded by tendering successfully for
registration as a state wide service provider of
individualised services. Cahoots is also continuing to
expand services as a provider with the National Disability
Insurance Scheme and align service quality with the six
national disability standards.

To explore opportunities to enhance and diversify our
services, to promote the growth of Cahoots.
Cahoots has introduced a number of new programs, events
and camps, which Lauren Zappa talks about more later in this
report. We have begun running camps for and with other
organisations. Cahoots is a leading provider of camping and
recreation for children and young people requiring extra
support in WA, and wants to help more people get involved.
This has been achieved through partnering with organisations
and groups that share our Cahoots values and believe in
community inclusion. In the past year Cahoots has built a
number of new partnerships and strengthened on those
existing. Corporate volunteering with Cahoots has been a new
success this year, and thanks to our corporate partners their
support has enabled Cahoots to provide more life changing
experiences for special young people .
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AwordfromourPresident
Christine Truscott, Board President

Whilst we have explored new offerings, Cahoots has
continued to provide families with camps full of
recreational activities of a high quality for their kids. This
continues to be our core service and it is based on
allowing children and young people to have fun with new
friends whilst learning new skills and becoming more
independent. In the second half of this year we have been
able to run more camps by running more than one at the
same time during the school holidays.
Cahoots (formerly known as Kids’ Camps) has had another
strong twelve months. I have been on the Board since
2009 and it has been such a rewarding experience
supporting the organisation to grow and become
sustainable over this time, particularly as Cahoots
struggled for my first couple of years. Financially we have
again produced a surplus. These surplus funds have
enabled us to transition to the NDIS/WANDIS (previously
MyWay) processes fairly smoothly and to expand the
number and type of programs we offer our participants.
Our strong financial performance has been underpinned
by government funding, our sponsors, fundraising and the
efforts of the management team to use our funds
effectively whilst maintaining our quality service.

I would like to thank all the funding bodies and partners
that have contributed to Cahoots over the past year,
particularly the Department of Communities (previously
Disability Services Commission (DSC)), Lotterywest and
the Telethon Community Cinemas. Thank you also to
Provident Financial Services, Rob Carter Memorial
Foundation and all those who took part in the Zenith
Central Park Plunge for their support and donations.

A key change during the year was the rebranding project
run by our CEO looking at re-invigorating the Kids’ Camps’
brand and making it more appealing to potential
participants. After a 4 month project and significant
stakeholder review our new name was chosen, Cahoots,
and it has proven to be very popular with our participants
and stakeholders.

I would like to thank the Board for all their efforts during
the year. A number of sub-committees were formed
throughout the year to tackle various projects, particularly
the rebranding and constitution projects, which have
required extra support and time from our Directors and
this has been much appreciated by the organisation and
myself. A special thank you to Marie-Dominique
O’Connell who chairs the Finance and Audit Committee
for all her hard work. I would like to thank Mia Betjeman,
Vice President, who stood down from the Board this year.
Mia provided valuable support and advice to both the
Board and Cahoots during her time on the Board.

During the year the Board and CEO released the new
Strategic Plan which sets out the way forward for Cahoots.
We will continue to focus in the area of providing
recreational activities for kids and people with disabilities
but we are looking at providing new programs within that
space. We are also looking at providing life skills education
within our programs to help our participants grow their
skills.
The Cahoots’ Constitution was updated during the year, in
line with the Associations Incorporation Act 2015. This has
now been lodged with and accepted by the Department of
Mines, Industry Regulation and Safety.
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I would like to thank the Cahoots team for their work over
the past 12 months. We have farewelled some team
members, Cameron Cook and Keaton Howe and we wish
them all the best. We have a number of new team
members and we welcome them to Cahoots.

I look forward to another strong year in 2017-18 as we
continue to transition to the NDIS whilst continuing to
provide high quality recreational activities for our families,
old and new, and exploring ways to expand our programs
to provide more opportunities to support our participants.
Christine Truscott
Board President
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Innovations
Lauren Zappa, Program Manager

This year with changing to Cahoots we were able to
introduce and include a variety of new programs which
were more inclusive and diverse.

Ability Idol
In November 2016 we appointed Ben Cox, our first
employee living with disability. This was a new position
created specifically for Ben.
Ben is the creator of Ability Idol and brought this program
with him to Cahoots.
Ability Idol 2017 was Cahoots first all-inclusive eventsinging competition for children 5-17 years.
It linked us with Town of Vic Park and big event Music by
Moonlight.
Ability Idol has received media attention, Ben has talked
at Voice for Inclusion conference about the event and
we’re already planning 2018.
Ability Idol is an opportunity for young people, aged 5-17
years and living in Western Australia, to showcase their
singing and performing skills on stage!
Many young people, including living with disability, love
music and performing, but they simply don’t get the
chance to show their gifts and talents. Ability Idol will
provide them with an opportunity to sing and perform in
front of a live audience of friends, family and the wider
community.
In 2017 the event will be bigger and better!
With the support of Town of Victoria Park, Ability Idol was
originally scheduled to be held at the Burswood Park
Foreshore as part of the annual Music By Moonlight
concert, attracting thousands of attendees, all with a
mutual love of music. Unfortunately due to bad weather
the event was rescheduled to be held at the Vic Park
Farmers Markets this Mother’s Day.
Ben Cox, Cahoots Community Engagement Officer, on
Ability Idol:
“I came up with the idea for Ability Idol in 2015.

The idea came to me, after hearing former
Disability Discrimination Commissioner Graeme
Innes
He spoke about giving people with disabilities the
opportunity to be ‘lifters’, not ‘leaners’. I realised
that people with disability were never on stage.
I wanted to create an event that made people with
disability visible in the community.
We pitched “Ability Idol” to Town of Victoria
Park. They were interested, and offered a place at
the Music by Moonlight event.
We formed a partnership to deliver Ability Idol at
this event.
In 2017 the event became truly inclusive. Entry
was open to people of all abilities aged 5 – 17. “

Cultural Camps
We have been having regular meetings with
representatives from Be My Koorda Support Group
and First People’s Disability Network (WA Branch)
since August 2016. We have been discussing the
idea of camps that are culturally appropriate for
Aboriginal children and families. This means
ensuring the catering, activities, accommodation
and staffing are accessible and appropriate, and we
need to be working in partnership with Aboriginal
groups to achieve this.
We are pleased to announce that we have received
some funding from Rotary Club of Perth to run a
Cultural Camp pilot in 2018, and we are seeking
additional funds to expand this so we can offer
camps to more Aboriginal families.
Lauren Zappa
Program Manager
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The future of
Cahoots Programs
looks bright
Jess Bennett Hullin, Program
Coordinator
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Camp adventures
Toni Tejada, Camp Coordinator

I had the privilege to join the Cahoots team in January
2017 as Camp Coordinator, just in time for the
rebranding in February. This was the perfect occasion to
meet the staff, participants, sponsors and Board
Directors, and form part of such an inspirational
organisation.
My first camp experience as a facilitator was our All
Abilities Camp in Albany. I met the participants for the
first time, and their families, whom I had spoken with
many times in the office. It is amazing to be involved in
the whole process from camp planning to facilitating
camps. I have been able to see the progress of our
participants working towards reaching their goals. I also
saw first hand how much families benefit from the social
inclusion, independence and confidence that the
campers achieve from attending camps. Through
supporting families and building rapport with Local
Coordinators, we have seen an increase in camp
bookings with our School Holiday Camps fully booked
two months in advance!
The rebranding of Cahoots showed that many changes
were coming and we embraced this when planning
future camps. Themed camps were introduced in
June 2017 for our All Abilities (5-17years) and 18 +
Camps.
The first of these was the Food Themed Camp. Our food
camps are designed to educate participants about food
and nutrition and the benefits of a balanced, healthy
lifestyle. We teach these young people how to design a
menu, shop on a budget, and prepare healthy meals. We
also visited restaurants to practice ordering meals. Some
highlights of these camps have been gardening, using
our own herbs from the sensory garden at Lansdale
Farm School and strawberry picking in Bullsbrook.

Our Transport Themed Camps are designed to promote
independence and confidence for participants when
using public transport. We toured Perth by train, bus
and ferry and visited a number of museums such as the
Motor Museum of WA and the Heritage Railway
museum to learn about how people used to travel in the
past and how technology has change over the years. Due
to the success of these camps, and how much kids loved
them, they will be running again in 2018.
Another change that we’ve made to Cahoots camps is
the range of campsites we visit. When consulting with
the 18 + campers, they expressed their interest in
visiting new camps within the metro area, including
places near the beach, and also to visit regional
campsites during the school holidays. Cahoots camps are
planned for many new places, including Hillarys,
Rottnest Island and Albany. All our campers and camp
leaders are very happy with this diverse camp itinerary.
These are exciting times for Cahoots and I am honoured
to be part of this passionate team.

Toni Tejada
Camp Coordinator
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Cahoots New Programs
Jess Bennett-Hullin, Program Coordinator

Just over a year ago we were called Kids’ Camps, offered
camps as our only service and had an office team of five staff
members, how things have changed!
One of the most shining moments in our past year was our
rebranding launch on the 15th February. On the night we
were surrounded by our closest supporters, participants,
families, volunteers, sponsors, and many established
members of the disability community. Kids’ Camps ushered in
a new era with the launch of Cahoots, a name fit to represent
a sense of fun and playful mischief. This moment was a
catalyst for change in our organisation and has allowed us to
expand our programs past camps and into the future of
diverse service delivery.
In term 3, 2016, Cahoots received some funding from the
Department of Sport and Recreation (now Department of
Communities) to pilot an 8 week sport and recreation
program, for our participants aged 12-17. The Social
Recreation Club (SRC) pilot saw the eight participants meet
every week and travel out to sporting venues all over Perth,
where they had fun and learnt together. This project was
achieved thanks to members of the State Sporting and
Inclusion Officers (SSA IO) committee, who have since
extended an invitation to Cahoots. All the kids and parents
loved SRC and wanted it to keep going. Thanks to a
substantial grant from the Non-Government Centre Support
(NGCS) for Non-School Organisations, SRC has grown into
two locations. We meet at Perth Modern School, Subiaco,
and Emmanuel Catholic College, Success eight Saturdays of
every school term. I’m proud that through this program,
we’ve given more children and young people, who are living
with a disability, an opportunity to establish and maintain
friendships, as well as, build self-confidence whilst learning
new skills and trying a variety of sport and recreation
activities.

The launch of the SRC highlighted the need for a social
program for our 18+ participants, who may only see
each other on camps. In June, our Cahoots Social Club
for 18+ year olds was born. This awesome program
empowers our Grads (an affectionate nickname for our
18+ participants) to seek out and maintain friendships,
learn social skills and have a great time while enjoying
Perth’s vibrant community. The program runs on the
first Wednesday of every month and the participants
themselves have an active role in planning the program.
At Cahoots we are always looking for new ideas to
increase programs for young people and their families.
In 2017-18 we will partner with the City of Stirling and
Kelete Studios to establish performance workshops,
continue our work with Ben Cox to bring around the
third annual Ability Idol contest to be held at the
Mandurah Crab Festival and so much more.
The future of Cahoots programs looks bright!

Jess Bennett-Hullin
Program Coordinator.
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Celebrating Volunteers
Natalie Ginn, Volunteer Coordinator

I am excited to be the newest addition to the Cahoots team,
proudly joining the Cahoots Team at the end of August 2017. In
the short time I have been with Cahoots I am enjoying the
“dynamic vibe” amongst the team through the journey of our
rebranding. It is an exciting time for Cahoots, along with the
rebranding has come growth of camps and programs. Along with
the growth of camps and programs has come the growth of need
for volunteers. I am currently in the process of engaging with new
groups and implementing strategies to recruit and welcome
volunteers to our Cahoots Volunteer Team.
In the brief time I have been with Cahoots a new training model
has been created for training and inducting new volunteers. This
new training system provides access to an online platform, the
Cahoot ‘Volunteer Hub’. All our current volunteers will also be
provided access to the Hub, to streamline our communications
and keep them all up to date with all the new camps, programs
and event experiences available and important policies and
procedures. By using this online system for training and
inductions, I will have more time to work on recruiting,
recognising and retaining the amazing volunteers that enable
Cahoots to support so many special young people and families.

Please enjoy this feel good story from Alice, one of our
dedicated volunteers. Alice shares a highlight of her
volunteer experiences in Cahoots…
Volunteer feel good story
I have been a carer for the high support program at
Cahoots since January 2017. One of my favourite
experiences would be last summer where all of our
Participants and Volunteer Leaders engaged together in
a water fight. It was such a memorable moment for me
because it was the first time in my experience at Cahoots
that all of our high support campers were engaging in
the same activity together and having a blast. Often kids
with such complex support requirements aren’t able to
connect and make friends, except when they are with
Cahoots. I was able to look around at all the smiling
faces and feel like I was a part of something great.
Volunteering with Cahoots is rewarding and really puts
life in perspective, I feel like Cahoots is one big family! I
always walk away feeling I have positively contributed
towards the lives of our Participants. Alice

Thank to our Cahoots volunteer family, I’m so excited to
At Cahoots we value and appreciate the dedication of all our
work with and get to know you all!
Volunteers. Cahoots volunteers are a major part of our team
structure and without them we would not be able to offer so
Natalie Ginn
many camps or programs. Since joining Cahoots, I have had the
Volunteer Coordinator.
honour of meeting so many wonderful people within our
community who are willing to offer their time by being part of the
Cahoots team and becoming a Volunteer. All these people are
working together and sharing Our Cahoots mission in creating
opportunities for children and young people living with a
disability. I am truly honoured and filled with “Pride” to be
surrounded by so many caring and generous people. Moving
forward I will be seeking new partnerships to promote and
acknowledge our volunteers in the community.
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Fun Events
Mikey Walton, Promotions and Communications Officer

I joined the Cahoots team in June this year. It has been
magical seeing the effect of some of the many fun
events that Cahoots partakes in throughout the year.
These events are a great way to invite & include our
members & supporters to part take in the bold fun
events we participate in.
This year, we partnered with Zenith Events for the third
time, to join their major fundraiser, The Central Park
Plunge. This amazing event allows people to abseil down
the Central Park Building in Perth fundraising for their
selected charity. We had some amazing support from
Forum Group, the Town Of Vic Park, Provident and
Rotary of Perth, to name a few. With 60 daring
challengers plunging for Cahoots we raised over
$65,000.
2017 Plunge was a massively successful day having
support from so many people. It was inspiring seeing
each and every person take that bold daring step off the
top of the 220 metre building in the name of Cahoots!

One of our other major events that we partake in is the
Telethon Community Cinemas. This allows us to have
people volunteer with one of their outdoor cinema
locations throughout their screening season. This is a great
brand exposure for Cahoots since rebranding and also a
great, fun event for our volunteers to get involved in. Last
year Cahoots volunteers helped us receive a generous
donation of over $70,000 from Telethon Community
Cinemas. Going forward we are excited to be strengthening
our relationship with Telethon Community Cinemas to
include an exclusive film screening, increased Cahoots
branding at the venues and increasing the amount of
volunteers selecting Cahoots as their chosen charity. We
encourage all of you to show your support by going to the
Telethon Community Cinema venues this season. It’s a
great night out!
We are already looking at another year with the Zenith
Events and the Central Park Plunge, as well as working on
other exciting and fun Cahoots events for our amazing
supporters to be involved in.

Mikey Walton
Marketing and Events
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These are exciting
times for Cahoots
and I am honoured to
be part of this
passionate team
Toni Tejada, Camp
Coordinator
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Our Finances
Marie-Dominque O’Connell, Board Treasurer

I am pleased to report for the financial year ended 30
June 2017 Cahoots has achieved a number of important
financial milestones, including:
• Surplus result of $67,074
• Positive operating cash inflows
• Increased cash and cash equivalents compared to
prior year
• Increase in total equity compared to prior year
• Unqualified audit report
• Progress towards meeting our Financial Sustainability
strategic objective
Due to our strong financial position, our satisfactory
financial performance and continued positive operating
cash inflows, there are reasonable grounds to believe that
Cahoots will be able to pay its debts as and when they
become due.
I would like to thank the members of the Board and in
particular the members of the Finance and Audit SubCommittee for their oversight of Cahoots’ finances. This
year there were a number of items which were reviewed
by the Sub-Committee and submitted to Board for
approval, including:

Our auditors Dry Kirkness have issued the Board with
an unqualified audit report for the financial year ended
30 June 2017. During the audit process there were no
matters raised for attention reported to those charged
with governance. Jess and her team continue to
implement and improve our financial processes to
ensure ongoing adherence with financial requirements
in line with policy.
Cahoots operates in an environment of constant
change given the roll out of the NDIS within the sector.
Despite this period of change and uncertainty Cahoots
has endeavoured to transition in an agile manner. This
will have an impact on the future finances as we adapt
to the roll out of NDIS in our state under a nationally
consistent, locally administered model. We are
committed to achieving our strategic direction and
remaining financially sustainable in order to continue
delivering quality services to our participants.
Marie-Dominique O’Connell
Board Treasurer

• Annual budget submission, budget re-forecasts and
revisions in line with agreed timelines.
• Investment opportunities for existing cash reserves
held for future use.
• Financial management policies and procedures.
• Revised terms of reference of the Finance and Audit
Sub-Committee.
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Income and Surplus for FY 2015 - 2017
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Camp fees

0
321,099

190,663

Grant income
Donations

25,231

Fundraising
Member subscriptions
337,001
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Expenditure for FY 2015 - 2017
Other expenses

2017

237,279
458,238

Marketing and
promotions expenses
Fundraising expenses

2016

144,512

Minor equipment
expense

315,155

Camp expenses

2015

143,554
291,882
0

100,000 200,000 300,000 400,000 500,000

Depreciation and
amortisation expense

Components of Expenditure for FY 2017
85,440

Employee benefits
expense

29,014
48,800
399

Depreciation and
amortisation expense
Camp expenses
458,238

Minor equipment
expense

237,279

Fundraising expenses
23,417

Equity and Cash/Cash equivalents at end
of FY
1,200,000
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800,000
$ 600,000
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2015
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TOTAL EQUITY

667,299

849,635

916,709

Cash and cash
equivalents

819,167

970,986

1,008,725
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Thanks To Our
Board Directors

Christine Truscott
President

Janette Gee
Board Secretary

Paul Stone
Board Director

Mathew Frederickson
Vice President

Marie-Dominique O’Connell
Board Treasurer

Andrea Dearden
Board Director

Kausalia Apparao
Board Director

Mia Betjeman
Vice President until
April 2017
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Friendsand
Supporters
Cahoots is proud to have worked with these organisations
in 2016-17. We hope to broaden our connections and
collaborate with other
like-minded organisations in the future.
• AIM WA
• Baker and McKenzie
• City Of Perth
• City Of Vincent
• Consent 2 Go
• CQU
• Curtin Business School
• Department Of Communities (previously DSC)
• Flow Perth
• Forrest Personnel
• Forum Group WA
• Intelife
• Key2Creative
• Leadership WA
• Lotterywest
• Non Government Centre Support for Non-School
Organisations (NGCS)
• Outback Initiatives
• Provident
• Rotary of Perth
• Rebound WA
• The Growth Project
• Telethon
• Telethon Community Cinemas
• Town Of Vic Park
• Volunteering WA
• Zenith Events
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Thank You

Cahoots
11 Kirke Street,
Balcatta WA 6021
P: (08) 9240 6928
E: info@cahoots.org.au

www.cahoots.org.au

